The 5th Central Asia Climate Change Conference  
(CACCC-2023)  
16-17 May 2023  
Venue of the Conference  
Hotel “Hyatt Regency Dushanbe”

Accommodation:  
Hotel “Hyatt Regency Dushanbe”  
Address: 26/1, Ismoili Somoni Prospekt, Dushanbe, Tajikistan, 734026  
Tel.: +992 48 702 1234  
Fax: +992 48 702 1235  
E-mail: dushanbe.regency@hyatt.com

Start time of the registration for the Conference: 08:30, 16 May 2023.  
Start time of the Conference: 09:00, 16 May 2023.

Meeting and transfer from / to the airport  
Transfer from / to Dushanbe International Airport will be provided.  
The driver will meet you with a “CAREC” sign.

Meal:  
For the entire period, participants in the Conference will be provided with meals.  
Coffee breaks and lunches will be provided at the hotel “Hyatt Regency Dushanbe”.  
16 May, 19:30-21:30 – Reception from the World Bank and CAREC.  
17 May, 19:00-21:00 – Reception from the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan.
Voltage in the electrical network
In the network, AC is 220 volts (sockets – European standard).

National currency
The official currency of Tajikistan is TJS (somoni). The state exchange rate is approximately 1 USD = 10.9138 TJS at the rate of the National Bank. Currency exchange can be done at banks or exchange offices at hotels.

Weather
In summer period, an approximate weather forecast shows from +27 to +29 C.

Conference Materials:
The organizers of the Conference are committed to respecting the environment and therefore reduced the use of paper as much as possible. All materials of the Conference (program, presentations and reports, etc.) on the information page of the Conference: point your smartphone camera at the QR code and go to it:

![QR Code](image-url)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Customs regulations of the Republic of Tajikistan
While entering the Republic of Tajikistan, if you have cash more than 3 000 (three thousand dollars) USD, you will need to fill out the customs declaration in 2 copies, one copy with the stamp of the customs department remains with you and it must be kept while you are in Tajikistan. The import of currency is not limited, but during export, more should not be exported than imported, since the declarations will be checked upon departure. Therefore, keep the customs declaration before leaving the Republic of Tajikistan.

Registration
In the Republic of Tajikistan, the hotel will provide the Conference participant with a registration form for the period of stay at this hotel. Make sure your name is spelled correctly and the dates of your stay at the hotel are indicated. The registration form may be required by the passport control officer, as well as by the police, when leaving the Republic of Tajikistan.

Import and export of individual medicines to the Republic of Tajikistan
Special attention should be paid to sleeping pills and pain relievers, drugs with psychotropic substances, since their transport without a prescription is limited.
The import of medicines for commercial purposes is prohibited in the Republic of Tajikistan, therefore, we recommend taking only the most necessary from medicines.

* If you intend to import medicines into the Republic of Tajikistan that are in restricted circulation in the Republic of Tajikistan, we strongly recommend that you declare them upon arrival and departure from the Republic of Tajikistan in the form of a customs declaration and present a doctor’s prescription in English. [https://tajtrade.tj](https://tajtrade.tj)

**Location map of the hotel «Hyatt Regency Dushanbe»:**

**Excursion**
For conference participants arriving in Dushanbe, excursions will be organized on May 15, 2023. from 10:00. To participate in the tour, register at the reception of the Hayat Hotel.
List of recommended restaurants:

Choikhonai Rohat (Rohat Teahouse)
Address: Rudaki 84
Telephone: +992 90 793 1347

Teahouse “Rohat” (in Tajik language - Choikhonai Rohat) is a famous teahouse in Dushanbe, one of the attractions of the central part of the capital of Tajikistan. In addition to the tea itself, the teahouse offers traditional dishes of Tajik cuisine – pilaf, lagman, manti. Translated from the Tajik language, the name of the teahouse means “Pleasure”, “Rest” or “Tranquility”. The teahouse was founded in 1958 and occupies a large detached building on Rudaki Avenue.

Architect Konstantin Terletsky, engineer Daniil Gendlin and Tajik folk master Mirzorakhmat Alimov participated in the construction of the building. In 2017, the site of the American television channel CNN released a guide to the 11 best tea houses in the world, in which “Rohat” teahouse took first place.

Toki
Address: Kurbon Rahimov str.
Telephone: +992 93529 1193

The next best option to try the local cuisine is “Toki” restaurant. The place is known for its high level of service and a large selection of dishes.

Toki is located in the northeastern part of the city, close to Victory Park and “Mehrgon” Bazar. The traditional Asian-style restaurant has a terrace with wooden tables and a trestle bed.

It is a great place to enjoy tea and traditional sweets on a hot summer day. The closed hall of the teahouse is decorated in the national style with the use of bright colors, painted walls and curtains. The “Toki” restaurant menu includes exclusively traditional dishes.
The five best national restaurants include one of the most luxurious restaurants in the capital – the “Bukhoro” restaurant. The chic oriental interior of Bukhoro, live music and traditional dishes of Central Asian, oriental and Tajik cuisine will take you to an oriental fairy tale.

Bukhoro is a relatively new restaurant, but has managed to become a favorite place for citizens and guests of the capital. The facade is decorated with carvings on the walls, and wooden doors lead to a large hall. The main hall of the restaurant is decorated with columns, mosaics on the walls and ceiling in an oriental style.

The menu features international, Asian and national cuisine. Modern serving of national dishes, a wide selection of traditional non-alcoholic and alcoholic drinks can turn dinner into a real feast.

Another wonderful place where one can taste all the bright notes of oriental cuisine is “Navoi Deha” restaurant. This is not just a restaurant or teahouse; it is a place where one can relax and spend a pleasant evening. The main detail of the restaurant's exterior and interior is wood carving. The walls are decorated with stone and plaster paintings, glazed tiles. Each carving on the walls is dedicated to a popular sight of Tajikistan.

The restaurant menu offers dishes of international, Central Asian and national cuisine. Navoi Deha regularly hosts topical nights with a free meal of the day.
Chakan
Address: Rudaki avenue 7
Telephone: +992 91 996 2222

Chakan completes the list of 5 best national restaurants in Dushanbe with its delicious cuisine and impeccable oriental atmosphere. The interior of the restaurant reflects the life and traditions of the Tajik people. The walls and floor are covered with carpets, the trestle beds are decorated with colorful pillows.

The two-story restaurant with an outdoor terrace on the second floor is a great place for a late dinner. Chakan offers traditional Tajik cuisine as well as Japanese, European, Italian and Turkish dishes.

Welcome to the Republic of Tajikistan!